With thanks for all your contributions to the briefing, here a short summary of the discussion:

Our Commissioner highlighted
- open access to data
- innovation principle, citing sunset clauses, experimental clauses and the right to challenge as possible examples
- EIC
- FoF under CMU for scale up.

Benoit Potier listed the ERT priorities, including Competitiveness&Innovation and Finance&Regulation, with dedicated task forces chaired by Kurt Bock, CEO BASF and Simon Henry, CEO BP respectively, both were present.

Support from ERT to idea of experimentation with a given time limit under the innovation principle.

Conclusion: joint interest and challenges, ERT "at the disposal for the Commissioner".

Follow-up:
1) Suggestion from B. Potier for EU to support makers movement (good argument for our proposal for a focus area – I copy Kurt for that reason).
2) ERT could be a good ally if we re-define KETs.

Peter
P.S. Several ERT members also raised BREXIT, stating that big projects should continue ("a tough EU position would damage both sides").